
MAARC Meeting Minutes – November 16, 2019 

 

There were 33 MAARC members present. The November MAARC meeting was called to order 
at 9:30am by President Gilles, VE9NW. Just prior to calling the meeting to order, President 
Gilles, VE9NW asked how many members present had Yaesu Fusion radios. A total of 17 
members present responded in the affirmative, with 3 more members advising that they will be 
purchasing a Yaesu Fusion radio in the near future. 
 
President Gilles, VE9NW requested a moment of silence in memory of Silent Key Laurie 
Landry, VE1AWJ. The moment of silence was followed by introductions of all present. All 
present were MAARC members with no guests or visitors. The agenda for the November 
meeting was presented. There were no additions to the agenda. A motion to adopt the agenda 
was made by Andre, VE9ARG and seconded by Misha, VE9GIS. The motion passed. There 
was one correction to the minutes from the October 2019 MAARC meeting. The state of Maine 
should have been spelled with an e at the end of the word main. Once the correction was made, 
a motion to adopt the minutes was made by Gordie, VE9MM and seconded by Michel, VE9JFL. 
Motion passed. 
 
Under old business, the MAARC Christmas Party was discussed. It was explained to all present 
that MAARC will pay for 60 turkey diner meals at the Club d'Age D'or of Dieppe on Acadie 
Street at St. Therese Street in Dieppe. The Christmas Party will be held on Friday, December 
13 at 6:30pm. All members are encouraged to attend, and the cost is $20 per person. 
 
MAARC Treasurer Larry, VE9ASB gave a financial report to all present and written copy of his 
report was given to President Gilles, VE9NW and to club secretary Ross, VE9GCS. A motion to 
adopt the treasurer's report was made by Oscar, VE9OSK and seconded by Kenny, VO1KJM. 
The motion passed. Mike, VE9MTV asked a question about the club setting up a PayPal 
account for the members to use to pay their dues and for events such as the Christmas Party. A 
discussion followed about the running cost to the club to do so. It was stated that there is a flat 
fee of 35 cents and 2.9 percent per transaction charged by PayPal. Club treasurer Larry, 
VE9ASB stated he would look into the viability of doing it for MAARC. Denis, VE9MUD advised 
that the QSL Bureau is running well, there are no problems to report and that he has 
streamlined the process. He again stated that he is looking for another MAARC member to take 
over the QSL Bureau has he is too busy at this time to devote much attention to it. He 
suggested a retired member would have more available time as Denis, VE9MUD is still 
employed and working full time. Kenny, VO1KJM asked if MAARC had a stock QSL card to 
send out. The club does not have such a card. 
 
JP, VE9BK advised that he has received many comments regarding the MAARC website, and 
all comments were positive. He further gave the members a quick recap of EMO's Brunswick 
Bravo Emergency Exercise. JP, VE9BK advised that CARG ran its own exercise within the 
Brunswick Bravo exercise. CARG also participated in the Pumpkin Patrol with Denis, VE9MUD 
acting as Net Control. This was his first time at the mic as Net Control for the Pumpkin Patrol 
after years of Angus, VE9MCD being the Net Control for this event. A round of applause was 
given to Angus, VE9MCD for his years of assistance as Net Control for the Pumpkin Patrol. The 
emergency repeater trailer was operational during Exercise Brunswick Bravo but has since 
gone silent. Tobie, VE9XAB will look at it in the future. 
 



For the Tek-Talk, Michel, VE9JFL advised that Mike, VE9MTV will give a talk at the December 
MAARC meeting on operating procedures for both new and old operators. Misha, VE9GIS 
suggested that the club invite Dave, VE9CB to give a talk on 2 meter SSB and 2 meter/440 MHz 
satellite operations. Under the committee report category, Andre, VE9ARG will contact the 
Dieppe Fire Department and see if they may be able to assist with providing MAARC with space 
for a clubhouse. 
 
President Gilles, VE9NW advised that Misha, VE9GIS will take over the inventory book of 
MAARC equipment. All members were reminded that several years ago a motion was passed to 
remove from the inventory book MAARC equipment with a value of less than $100. Cam, 
VE9CAM has updated the repeater site inventory as the equipment listed at the repeater site 
was out of date. He also will inventory the emergency repeater trailer. Marcel, VE9ML advised 
that both MAARC owned and operated remote stations are operational. Marcel, VE9ML is 
requesting that another MAARC member relocate the remote station located at his QTH to their 
house. He has concerns that with all the RF energy he has at his antenna farm, that such RF 
may do damage to the remote station. He further stated that he agreed to host it as a temporary 
site 10 years ago. 

A motion to purchase an antenna analyzer capable of doing HF, VHF and UHF was made by 
Mike, VE9MTV and seconded by Marcel, VE9ML. After some discussion as to which would 
better suit the club's needs, the MFJ antenna analyzer or a Rig Expert antenna analyzer that 
does TDR and VNA, it was decided to go with the Rig Expert. This motion was put on the floor 
and passed. 
 
Ross, VE9GCS spoke about the problems the club has been having with the Log Periodic 
antenna at the club. It is again tilted by about 20 degrees due to the 85 km hour winds we have 
had of late. We can try to straighten it up and put a bolt into it to stop it from listing but as the 
mast is stainless steel, it will hard to drill into it with it up on the tower. A motion was made by 
Kenny, VO1KJM and seconded by Penny, VE9PY to purchase a 3 element Tri-band beam 
antenna and replace the Log Periodic. It is believed the Log Periodic is to large and heavy for 
our purpose. The motion passed. Members present were advised that the 40/80 meter dipole 
attached to the HF radio in the back room has broken at the feed point and has come down. As 
most emergency communications between Moncton and Fredericton will be conducted on 80 
meters, it is important that we replace this antenna ASAP. There is an Alpha Delta 160-10 meter 
antenna at the clubhouse but it is best utilized as a dipole and the 40/80 dipole is set up as an 
inverted vee antenna. After some discussion, it was decided to purchase a 1 to 1 balun and fix 
the dipole. A motion to purchase 2 baluns was made by Kenny, VO1KJM and seconded by 
Gord, VE9GC. The motion passed. The G5RV antenna from the suitcase radio is still at 
Mathieu, VE9MD's QTH. He has advised Marcel, VE9ML that it has been taken down and 
inside his garage and that he will drop it off with Marcel, VE9ML in the near future. 
 
MAARC members were reminded that some members meet at the Lion's Club on Mark Ave. on 
Sunday mornings at 9am for breakfast. President Gilles, VE9NW advised that JP, VE9BK has 
uploaded a video onto the website on proper, safe tower climbing. 
A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Ross, VE9GCS at 10:48am. The cash 50/50 was 
won by JP, VE9ADV. The Tek-Talk after the meeting ended was on removing the confusion 
from Yaesu Fusion by Yvon, VE1VON. 


